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WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED!

POWERPLASTICS JETSTREAMS
An oasis of fun, a place to train, a source of family fun, a spot for a healthy body and
mind … your pool can be so much more than just a place for a quick dip!

Through the use of innovative high-quality water resistance
jets, PowerPlastics JetStreams can transform your pool into a
tranquil place of relaxation as well as a professional training
environment simply by introducing a regulated current.
Water is the ideal medium for all sorts of physical activities, be
they massages with powerful jets or demanding counter
current workouts that help strengthen muscles and build
endurance. Aqua training is just as effective as weight
training—the only difference is that water does not strain the
joints thus offering substantially more physiological value.
The JetStream range goes well beyond counter current
systems. The range suits a variety of holistic wellbeing,
massage and therapeutic requirements and a number of
accessories are available to enhance the jets. Dive in and let
your imagination swim against the current!
Manufactured in Germany, PowerPlastics Pool Covers is the
sole distributor of the uweJetStream range in South Africa.

TO REQUEST A QUOTATION PLEASE CONTACT POWERPLASTICS POOL COVERS: INFO@POWERPLASTICS.CO.ZA OR 021 703 5880

For the professional triathlete ...

POWERPLASTICS JETSTREAMS: TRIVA
TriVA is unique and the most powerful counter current
swimming system on the market, designed specifically for
athletes. Using patented flat nozzles, its design and power is
unparalleled. TriVA’s jets utilize the latest computer simulation
technology, designed to deliver a flat current directly under the
water surface where the athlete needs the most resistance
during training - on the chest and shoulders.
Unlike other counter current systems, TriVA does not use air
injection, thus minimising water turbulence on the surface. And
to ensure an optimal swimming channel, the WAVE safety
water intake covers are positioned across the pool from the
TriVA faceplate.
Available in two models, the TriVA suits a wide range of
swimming abilities and training levels, from beginners through
to Olympic swimmers.

Specifications








Available in 150m3/hr and 225m3/ hr, equivalent to 42
litres/second and 63 litres/second respectively
150 m3/hr model - 400V, 7kW Three Phase (two 3.5kW
Pumps - individually controlled)
225 m3/hr model - 400V, 10.5kW Three Phase (three
3.5kW Pumps - individually controlled)
Three-step operation via JetStream Piezo, the new
pressure-sensitive single-button control
Frequency converter for programming current
sequences (special package)
Touch display (special package)
WAVE safety intake cover plates included

TriVA: Features at a glance




TRIVA

< TriVA with the Piezo button control system




Available for flow rates of up to 225 m 3 / hour
Flat-Stream technology— creates a less turbulent
water surface compared to conventional counter
current systems
Creates an extremely powerful current for
professional training, with correctly positioned
resistance
Extremely flat front plate (15mm) in stainless
steel 316TI
Unique patented design and performance

For the competitive swimmer ...

POWERPLASTICS JETSTREAMS: BAMBO 2
Bambo 2 is the ultimate counter current system. Circulating 21
litres of water per second, it is one of the most powerful
systems in the world. It is also the first counter current system
to offer integrated lighting — two 10 Watt LED lights will create
the perfect evening ambience.
For a sporting challenge: At full power, Bambo 2 is a force to
be reckoned with, even for the fittest swimmers. It can however
be gentle too with adjustable jet strength to suit all
requirements. The two swivel jet nozzles are easily activated at
the press of a button.
For a stimulating air bubble bath: With Bambo 2 you can do
more than just build up your strength by swimming against the
current. By adjusting the knob, the jet is enriched with
invigorating oxygen to create a bubble bath.
For relaxation where you really need it: With the back jet or
the 1.5 m long hose, you can ensure the relaxing jet really hits
the spot. Simply attach the accessories to the nozzle and twist
to secure them.
Click here to watch a video.

Specifications







Three material choices: premium quality plastic in a white
or stainless steel effect, or stainless steel.
Pump options are 3.2kW Single-Phase or 3.5kW ThreePhase
Flow rates:
Single-Phase: 18 litres/second, or 65m 3 /hr
Three-Phase: 21 litres/second, or 75 m 3 /hr
On / Off pneumatic air switch
Flow and air regulation via individual nozzles
Integrated suction

Bambo 2: Features at a glance

BAMBO 2








Stainless steel 316TI

Premium Silver ABS Plastic

Premium White ABS Plastic

Circulates 18 or 21 litres/second depending on
pump
Twin nozzle system
Available with or without lighting
Fully adjustable swivel nozzles
Self-Priming pump option
Adjustable air spa and water flow rates
Accessories available: back jet, flexible handles
and 1,5m massage hose

For the regular swimmer ...

POWERPLASTICS JETSTREAMS: JUNO
Juno is a truly versatile counter current system that will suit
any pool. It is especially well-suited to round pools, given its
narrow dimensions.
With flow rates of up to 18 litres per second, it can be used
for a relaxing pressure point massage by utilising
accessories such as the massage hose or the back jet. Or
create a tingling air bubble bath by regulating the flow of
oxygen.
The swivel nozzle means that the current direction can be
adjusted, and the air/water mixture can be varied using the
adjustment knobs.

Specifications







Pump options: 3.2kW Single-Phase or 3.5kW ThreePhase
Flow rates:
Single-Phase pump — 17 litres/second or 62 m 3 /hour
Three-Phase pump —18 litres/second or 65 m 3 /hour
On / Off pneumatic air switch
Piezo button available
Sea water resistant to 3%
Integrated suction point

Juno: Features at a glance
Juno with Piezo
button

Stainless steel
316TI

Premium Silver ABS
Plastic

Premium White ABS
Plastic




JUNO







Optional accessories: Back jet and 1,5m massage hose

Circulates 17 or 18 litres/second, depending on
pump
Three finishes available—premium quality plastic
in white or stainless steel effect, or in stainless
steel 316TI
Fully adjustable swivel nozzle
Adjustable air/water mixture
Self-Priming pump option
Adjustable flow and air spa
Accessories available: back jet and 1,5m
massage hose
Ideal for round pools

For retrofits

POWERPLASTICS JETSTREAMS: TREVI
Just because your pool was not planned with a JetStream at
the construction stage, it doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy
counter current swimming.
Trevi can be retrofitted to any pool or above ground pool. It is
easily mounted on the pool deck and simply requires a power
supply to operate. Trevi comes with its own built in pump and
a pneumatic on/off switch.
Use the massage hose and back jet to direct the powerful
current to just the right spot for a relaxing massage. The fully
adjustable nozzle can be swiveled within a range of about 30
degrees in all directions and is compatible with the massage
accessories, making this a massage station as well as a
counter current system.
For an added sense of luxury, an integrated 100W light will
turn the Trevi into an aesthetically pleasing focal point at
night.
Click here to watch a video.

Specifications


Built in 1.7kW Single-Phase pump, or a 2.5kW ThreePhase pump
Flow rates:
Single-Phase pump:11 litres/second or 40m 3 /hour
Three-Phase pump: 12 litres/second or 43m 3 /hour
On / Off pneumatic air switch
100W lighting option available
Integrated suction






Trevi: Features at a glance:

TREVI






Trevi is available with and without lighting

Circulates up 11 or 12 litres/second depending on
pump
Deck mounted retrofit system
Telescopic legs available for above ground pools
Swivel nozzle with adjustable flow
Compatible with massage accessories

For massage, relaxation and training ...

POWERPLASTICS JETSTREAMS: DUNA
For those on a budget but wanting to transform their pool
into a place of relaxation, Duna is an affordable yet high
quality counter current jet, turning the pool into a bubble
bath and place of relaxation or a training aid.
Circulating between 13 and 18 litres per second
depending on the pump strength chosen and adjustable
jets, Duna delivers a lot of pleasure for a great price.

Specifications







Pneumatic on/off switch
Single swivel nozzle
Power consumption 1.7 up to 3.5 kW
Flow rate: 42 to 65m³/hour
Adjustable air flow rate
Premium white ABS plastic

Duna: Features at a glance



DUNA




Circulates between 13 and 18 litres/second.
Compact counter current swimming unit and
massage station.
Adjustable air and water flow rates.
Can be accessorized with a jet or massage hose.

POWERPLASTICS JETSTREAMS: LIBRA

For massage and relaxation ...

Libra is a versatile massage system that can be easily built
into the walls or steps of a pool.
Libra can consist of three, four or five separate jets and the
nozzles can be positioned exactly where you want them for
massage. For example, level with your neck, coccyx and
knees, or on your neck, shoulder-blades and spine.
By increasing the number of jets, Libra allows one to create a
stronger water flow and therefore a more vigorous massage.

Specifications







Pneumatic on / off switch
Piezo button available for stainless steel units
Self priming pumps available
3.2 kW Single-Phase pump or 3.5 kW Three-Phase
pump
Available in white premium ABS plastic, in stainless
steel round and in stainless steel quad
Separate suction point

Libra: Features at a glance



LIBRA

Libra
stainless steel
round



Match Libra to your
requirements:
three, four or five jets.



Libra stainless steel quad

Three, four or five-jet system
Flow rates:
3 jets: 11 litres/second or 40m3 /hour
4 jets: 14 litres/second or 50m3 /hour
5 jets: 18 litres/second or 65m3 /hour
Option to retrofit lighting
Nozzles can be positioned to suit massage
requirements
Fully adjustable airflow
Can be accessorized with a massage hose or
nozzle

For massage and relaxation ...

POWERPLASTICS JETSTREAMS: VIVA/LIDO QUAD
Enjoy the power of Lido or Viva and relax in a steady
stream of bubbles.
With the revitalising force of five nozzles it massages your
body from the feet upwards. Wrapped in a powerful,
upward stream, Viva and Lido simultaneously relaxes,
invigorates and soothes away your day-to-day stress. The
benefits are felt especially in the neck and back.
Viva is a floor mounted hydrotherapy system while Lido is
mounted in the wall of the pool.
Click here to watch a video.

Specifications







5-hole wellness nozzle
Stainless steel 361TI polished
Constant air flow rate
Viva: floor installation
Lido: wall installation
Pneumatic switch on request. Piezo button
available with the stainless steel finish
Available with either a 3.2kW Single-Phase or
3.5kW Three-Phase pump
Flow rates:
Single-Phase pump: 17 litres/second, or 62m 3 /hr
Three-Phase pump: 18 litres/second, or 65m 3 /hr
Separate suction point
In a wall installation, two Lido nozzles can be
operated with one pump




VIVA/LIDO QUAD




Viva / Lido Quad: Features at a glance





Floor or wall mounted system with five nozzles in
one faceplate
Circulates between 17 and 18 litres/second
depending on pump
Full body massage
Promotes wellness

For massage, rehabilitation & sports training ...

POWERPLASTICS JETSTREAMS: FLOATINGLOUNGE
FloatingLounge is the first all in one wellness, fitness and
rehabilitation station suitable for every pool. Thanks to its
technical features, it opens the door to a range of wellness
applications previously only available at different and often
completely separate facilities such as health resorts, spas,
sports clubs or massage providers.
FloatingLounge’s jets target areas such as the back, neck,
calves and feet and all jet functions can be adjusted via the
simple control unit. Thanks to the integrated counter current
unit that shifts up to 18 litres of water every second, aqua
walking and aqua jogging is also possible, the user
supported by stainless steel handrails.
Massage pressure and duration can be individually
programmed depending on the application. For example,
programs can be selected to run automatically.
The vast range of applications extends from meditative
relaxation achieved via weightlessness to focused massage
and athletic exercise. FloatingLounge is particularly favored
by hospitals and clinics given that hydrotherapy is especially
effective in the convalescent sector.
Click here to watch a video.

Specifications

FLOATINGLOUNGE







Integrated, high performance, counter-current unit
Stainless steel handrails for support
11 Libra massage nozzles
1 Viva floor nozzle
Ergonomic bed shape

Applications

FloatingLounge: features at a glance










Flexibility and strength training: for feet, knees, hips, calves, spine, shoulders and
arms
Massage: a relaxing full body massage or a massage focused on specific body
parts; deep relaxation; floating
Dynamic aqua sports: relaxing swimming; vigorous swimming; aqua jogging; aqua
walking
Rehabilitation: release of myofascial tension; muscle and joint training; improved
circulation; pain relief; regulation of the nervous system; improved mobility;
strengthening of the immune system




circulates up to 18 litres/second or 65m 3/hour
an exercise machine, a counter current swimming
system, a wellness oasis and a medical
convalescence aid all in one
eight massage jets in the back region and two in
the calf area, and a wellness jet in the foot region
adjustable massage pressure and duration
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